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Rein van Charldorp,
Managing Director

To our customers

First, we completed the purchase of

well as to provide new services based on

assets of OCLC's operation in
Birmingham, United Kingdom and formal-

the needs of libraries in their regions.
While we have implemented these

ly merged it with OCLC PICA.

important changes we have remained

This new, integrated OCLC PICA serves
approximately 4, I00 libraries and other

steadfast in our commitment to our
roots in the Netherlands and Germany. In

cultural organisations in Europe and

the Netherlands, where our relationships

Africa. I would like to thank Jay Jordan,
Rick Schwieterman,Jim Houfek, Sondra

date back more than 30 years, we continued to enrich the Dutch Union Catalogue
by adding the 700,000 title book collec-

Kowaluk, and Jerry Smith from OCLC , as
well as Rob Stricker, Dorien Hooman and

tion - 400,000 titles of which were

Janet Lees from OCLC PICA, for their

unique - from the Technical University of

leadership in creating a streamlined,

Delft. We will add the book collection of

unified and integrated operation to better

the Technical University of Eindhoven this

I have the honour of presenting my
first OCLC PICA Annual Report
since assuming my duties as
Managing Director in April 2002.

serve libraries and other cultural
organisations in our markets.

year. We also launched a project to
create for the WSF libraries, 13 pubic
libraries with a scientific collection, a

Second, we reorganised OCLC PICA

state-of-the-art catalogue that supports
interlibrary lending and full text and
image digital content. These activities

The mission of OCLC PICA is to be the

tion. Our new structure emphasises a
closer relationship with libraries that will

leading European library cooperative,

lead to stronger partnerships and a bet-

ture.

helping libraries serve people by providing economical access to knowledge

ter matching of needs and services.We
are committed to listening more intently

In Germany, we worked with our part-

through innovation and collaboration.

to you to determine our product

ners Gemeinsamer Bibliotheksverbund

I am pleased to report that we made
significant progress toward realising that
mission in the past year. But before
reviewing the progress we have made, let

development path. Our objective is to
provide the services you need to help
you realise your goals in a timelier, more
effective manner.

(GBV) in Gottingen, the Hessisischer

into a more market-oriented organisa-

me pay tribute to Look Costers for more
than 20 years of outstanding leadership
and management.The opportunities we
pursue today are a result of the
impressive achievements of the past.
We are grateful for Look's contributions
and we wish him the best in his welldeserved retirement.

reinforce the Dutch national infrastruc-

Bibliotheksverbund (HEBIS) in Frankfurt,
and Die Deutsche Bibliothek (DDB) also
in Frankfurt to bring the OCLC PICA
local library and central cataloguing

Third, we became more international.
We completed new implementations

systems to more German libraries.This
resulted in the decision of the Stiftung

and developed new relationships with

Preussische Kultur Besitz to implement
these systems at all of their libraries,

libraries and library groups in France and
Germany.We opened a new office in

which will add world-renowned collec-

Paris. We identified new opportunities in
the United Kingdom and South Africa

tions from the lbero-Amerikanisches
lnstitut, the Berlin State Museums, the

with our acquisition of OCLC Europe.

Secret State Archive and the State
Institute for Musical Research into the

My initial year as Managing Director was

We explored partnerships with libraries

focussed on meeting with our customers
and partners and evaluating OCLC PICA

and cultural organisations in Austria,
Belgium, Luxembourg, Italy, Switzerland,

services and programmes in order to
establish a strategic direction for the next

Turkey and the Nordic countries.And we

We continued our contributions to

five years. During my visits with libraries, I

began an effort to digitise and preserve
the rich history recorded in centuries-old

various library committees and user
groups in Europe. In 2002, we became a

found not only strong support for OCLC
PICA and its mission but also expec-

European collections by working with
Strata Preservation N.V., a joint venture

main sponsor of LIBER, the organisation
of research libraries in Europe.

tations that we will work closely with
libraries to meet the new challenges

of the Koninklijke Bibliotheek (Royal
Library of the Netherlands) and OCLC.

As we pursue our opportunities and

posed by the Digital Age. Your vital input

GBV shared catalogue.

into our review of programmes and

Taken collectively, the changes made,

build closer strategic relationships with
libraries, our financial health remains very

services have led to a number of changes

building on our traditional strengths, help

strong. Revenues for 2002 were

that I would like to share with you.

position OCLC PICA for the future,
ready to continue existing services as

Euro 15,645,000 with a contribution of
Euro 166,246.We have sufficient cash on
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our balance sheet that will help fund capi-

users worldwide. OCLC staff will use the

tal investments and acquisitions needed

OCLC PICA GGC database, the Shared

to realise our vision.

Cataloguing System, and WorldCat, the

Our product portfolio is strong. We will

OCLC online union catalogue of more

continue to develop our central and local

than SO million records, to convert the

library system. During the year, we com-

KB records. The work will be converted

pleted the developments of our central

to the GGC database offered through

library system in a Unix environment and

OCLC PICA.

started to migrate the systems in the
Netherlands and Germany. The new

In addition, we introduced new digital

system provides advanced features and

services in e-books and virtual reference

enhancements that streamline work flow

to libraries in the United Kingdom and

and increase productivity in cataloguing

the Netherlands. I am pleased to note

and interlibrary lending. In developing the

that the British Library entered the 5 I

central and local system software, we

millionth record into WorldCat.As many

work with selected libraries to develop

of you already know, the British Library,

an integrated library system that

OCLC and OCLC PICA have worked

responds to the needs of European

together for many years to facilitate

libraries.

shared cataloguing, interlibrary lending
and document supply on a global basis.

In France, we completed implementation
of the Systeme Universitaire de

This is an exciting time for European

Documentation (SUDOC) for the Agence

libraries.With our newly integrated and

Bibliographique de l'Enseignement

reorganised organisation, OCLC PICA is

Superieur (ABES). Today, more than 2,000

uniquely positioned to meet the local

workstations are connected to the

needs of libraries in Europe and link them

system, which supports a national

to the worldwide library network. I look

catalogue of 4.4 million titles and enables

forward to continuing to extend and

researchers, students and staff to use one

improve the services of OCLC PICA to

system to search the collections of more

help European and African libraries fulfil

than I00 French university libraries.We

the ir important mission.

look forward to further developing this
strong relationship with our French
partner and customers.
We also signed an agreement to provide
retrospective conversion services to the
Koninklijke Bibliotheek (KB) to convert

Dr. Rein van Charldorp MBA

400,000 of its records to machine-

June 2003

readable form , making the records
available online and the materials they
represent more accessible to library

Rein van Charldorp
and Janet Lees
toasting the integration of OCLC
EMEA in
Birmingham with
OCLC PICA.
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Staff of the OCLC
PICA Leiden office

Year in review
OCLC PICA - Leiden
•

OCLC PICA continues work on the

successes accomplished: completion of

and extending content in PiCarta and the

the project to migrate the central system

'Krantenbank' with national and regional

to a Unix environment, the implementa-

newspapers and magazines.

tion of open standards (Z39.50) for

Plan and Covenant in Pursuance of

search and retr ieval in the OCLC PICA

•

NBLC, the Netherlands Association

National Coverage in the Netherlands as

databases and the progress made in en-

of Public Libraries, chooses for

agreed with the academic Platform for

riching the Dutch Union Catalogue with

OCLC PICA services in two major

Innovation IWI. The aim of this plan is to

the Delft collection and with non-book

agreements. Firstly, NBLC subscribes to

achieve national coverage of all large

materials. It advises OCLC PICA to make

nation-wide use of Publiekwijzer,

university catalogues in the Netherlands

more use of the national infrastructure ,

OCLC PICA's end user reference service

in the GGC , the Dutch Union catalogue.

particularly ILL, in all OCLC PICA

tailored to the public library market, as

As part of this plan , the Technical

services and to improve flexibility of the

part of NBLC's effort to provide a base

University of Delft adds its book collec-

services by allowing more pricing models.

package of digital content to all Dutch

catalogue and making this unique collec-

•

OCLC PICA agree to customise

tion to the GGC , adding depth to the

public libraries. Secondly, NBLC and
The WSF libraries ( 13 public libraries

tion available via interlibrary loan. The

with scientific collections) sign a contract

QuestionPoint to the Dutch audience

Wageningen Agricultural University col-

with OCLC PICA to enhance their digital

and implement it as the backbone of a na-

lection as well as Delft's periodical collec-

library service that includes building a

tional question and answer service for all

tion were already added to the catalogue

new catalogue of their collections, adding

Dutch public libraries, called Al@din .The

at an earlier date. The last step to con-

interlibrary loan functionality to the sys-

system allows libraries to offer reference

clude this project will be the inclusion of

tern, adding advanced searching facilities

services on the internet, and to make use

project, the diversity of the GGC cata-

Mrs. A. Skolnik, chairman of the WSF foun-

Wim van Drimme len, Director of the

logue is greatly enhanced.

dation, signs the contract with OCLC PICA,

Koninklijke Bibliotheek, and Rein van

represented by Mr. P. lnklaar, to work on

Charldorp sign the agreement for retrospec-

innovation in the public library sector in the

tive conversion of 400,000 KB records.

the book collection of the Technical
University of Eindhoven.Through this

•

The advisory council UIS meets twice

with OCLC PICA.This advisory council

Netherlands.

advises OCLC PICA about the future
strategic development of the Dutch national information infrastructure that
consists of the Dutch Union Catalogue
GGC and the ILL infrastructure.
Representatives from all sections of the
Dutch library community participate.The
UIS expresses its appreciation on the
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of QuestionPoint

• To help shape the development of
OCLC PICA's e-book service, a

for end users in

netLibrary European User Group holds

the Dutch Al@d in

its inaugural meeting at the Birmingham
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PICA complete a collection mapping pilot
project that uses automated collection
assessment software to analyse the
holdings of CURL libraries, including
overlap and uniqueness measures.

of each other's expertise in answering the
questions.
•

OCLC PICA begins working with the

migrate to CBS4, the new version of the
OCLC PICA Central Library System.The

• The Scottish Confederation of
University & Research Libraries and

GBV migration is the last one to be com-

OCLC PICA hosts "New Directions in
Metadata", an IFLA preconference that

pieced, early 2003.

attracts librarians from several countries

Koninklijke Bibliotheek in a three-year
project to convert 400,000 of its records

•

to machine-readable form .The records

in Berlin agrees to use the system at all

The Stiftung Preussische Kultur Besiu

and addresses the latest developments in
metadata in a distributed environment.

represent titles published before 1980

of its libraries as part of GBV.This major

that are only available through the card

addition will make the GBV system the

catalogue.

largest and most complex CBS of all

• As part of its Online Newspaper
Archive initiative, The British Library

installations. In view of the decision of

begins digitising Penny Illustrated using

•

The Koninklijke Bibliotheek,

the University of Potsdam to install the

the OCLC PICA Historical Newspaper

OCLC PICA local library system, it also

service, which is powered by Olive

Leiden, University of Maastricht and the

means that OCLC PICA achieves a

Software.

Northern School of Higher Education

stronghold in Berlin and surroundings.

University of Amsterdam, University of

• The Laser (London and South Eastern
Library Region) Foundation moves the

implement the online public access catalogue module of LSB4, the new version of
the OCLC PICA local library system.
•

Fourteen new libraries join in CCZ, a

OCLC PICABirmingham

Authorities (CILLA) to OCLC PICA.This

•

product assists libraries in meeting the

Co-operative of lndic Language Library

Seven libraries from the U.K

consortium of hospital libraries that use

Consortium of University Libraries

needs of their lndic Communities by pro-

the GGC to catalogue and to add their

(CURL) -Edinburgh University, Glasgow

viding book acquisition and cataloguing

holdings to their local database.This

University, Birmingham University,

services for lndic Language materials.

means an increase of CCZ participants of

Nottingham University, Liverpool

20%, bringing the total to 81 .
•

The Technical University of Delft is

the first Dutch library to purchase a col-

University, the National Library of

•

Scotland and The British Library- join

OCLC PICA to perform the retrospec-

Cambridge University Library selects

Question Point, a worldwide, collaborative

tive conversion of its guardbook cata-

digital reference service.

logue, which contains about 1.3 million
bibliographic records of books and

lection of netlibrary e-books. Delft integrates these titles into its online cata-

•

eBooks@Richmond Libraries, an ini-

logue.

tiative of the London Borough of

periodicals published between I500 and
1978.

Richmond upon Thames, purchases a
range of netlibrary titles to provide users

•

Technology Center (ITC) work closely

with the first e-book collections in U.K.

National Information Network for

together with the German partners GBY,

public libraries.

Libraries of Finland sign a cataloguing

•

Staff of the OCLC PICA Information

Eleven libraries from the Linnea

agreement with OCLC PICA

Die Deutsche Bibliothek and Hebis to
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Staff of the OCLC Birmingham office

•

OCLC PICA works with Sabinet

(Online) , OCLC PICA's Southern Africa
distributor, and netlibrary to load bibliographic records for netlibrary eBooks
for the World Bank funded African Digital
Library in the South African Union
Catalogue SACAT. The African Digital
Library provides eBooks to citizens
throughout the African continent.

OCLC PICA - Paris
•

A new regional service centre opens

in Paris for the sales and support of
Work begins on a French version of

libraries of the consortia listed below use

OCLC PICA's products and services to

•

libraries and library consortia in France,

LSB4, the OCLC PICA local library

other OCLC PICA services and these are

Spain, Italy, Portugal, Slovenia, Greece,

management system, which will connect

indicated where appropriate:

Turkey and Israel. Nicholas Rawson and

with SUDOC and be offered to academic

• UNAK: Some UNAK libraries con-

Philippe Martin are named Director and

libraries in 2003.

clude individual agreements for

•

access to electronic journals.

OCLC's cataloguing service and

Account Manager. Philippe is OCLC
PICA's first French member of staff and

The Bibliotheque nationale de France

brings to his new role wide ranging expe-

becomes the largest user of OCLC

The UNAK consortium is based in

rience of working with libraries in the

PICA's FirstSearch service. Other major

Turkey and consists of a growing

southern Europe region.
• The completion of the implementation of OCLC PICA's Central Library

French users are the Universite de Nice,

number of academic libraries.

Universite de Nanterre, Bibliotheque

• Heallink: Member libraries have

lnteruniversitaire des Langues Orientales,

access to a large number of electronic

INRIA, Groupe ESSEC and INIST.

journals through OCLC's ECO

System integrates the cataloguing and
interlibrary loan activities of French

service.The Heallink consortium is
•

The OCLC PICA Paris office is

based in Greece and is composed of

university libraries.This important

pleased to work with a number of library

academic and college libraries.

project, to develop and implement the

consortia in the region, who use this type

• MALMAD: Members of this consor-

Systeme Universitaire de Documentation

of arrangement to bring OCLC PICA

tium evaluate OCLC's cataloguing

(SUDOC) for the Agence Bibliographique

services to their member libraries in a

service. Located in Israel, MALMAD

de l'Enseignement Superieur (ABES)

cost effective manner. All the consortia

consists mainly of academic libraries.

started in 1997 and was mainly staffed

mentioned below use OCLC's

• IZUM, a library consortia in

by OCLC PICA personnel from the ITC

FirstSearch service to enable their end

Maribor, Slovenia, purchases OCLC

department (Information Technology

users to access a wide variety of data-

PICA cataloguing and e-journal ser-

Centre) in Leiden.The implementation

bases including links to full text articles

vices and begins implementing a

phase took 16 months, connecting all I I0

on a variety of topics. Some member

customised Slovenian version of

French universities with more than 400
libraries. Each connection was preceded
by functional training and a final update of
the bibliographic data of the libraries.

FirstSearch User
documentation

•

Immediately after completion of the

produced by staff

CBS implementation, OCLC PICA ITC

at Pamukkale

staff start to migrate the ABES system to

University, Turkey
Me1 ke" KUtUphane otoma5yon <;a l1)rnalarr

the new state-of the art, fourth generation. OCLC PICA completes this migration early 2003.

Su salon ayrica k11llamc1lann SOz konusu hiz1ne1le r i1, ir1 gt.>~
rld<li olan ory~1nI.-.r;yon hizmetlerl k;ln rlP kul lan1lm:1,ktad1r
(lJ.~OM .irJC1hg1 ile yap1lan litera1u, t.aramalari i per50-n.el l..lr.:tf1ndJn tck kullamc1 l1ol<1rak randcvu yOntemi ve,·a e
mall ar.ac1l1i,::, ile k.a~1lanmaktad1r.

Staff of the OCLC
PICA Paris office
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The mayor of the
London Borough of
Richmond upon
Thames tries out the
new e-books at a
branch of Richmond
Public Library.

Question Point, OCLC PICA's new
collaborative reference service.

• All batch functions are migrated to
accommodate the migration of CBS3 to
CBS4. This leads occasionally to a complete redesign and the result is that CBS

• A new release of iPort, OCLC PICA's
portal software, provides advanced capabilities in authentication, interlibrary loan,
circulation control and system interoper-

DOC6 (in Spain), IFNet (in Italy), ITS (in
Turkey and Slovenia) and Franklins (in

batch software is now more generic.

ability and runs on the Solaris and Linux.

Israel) as a distributor of OCLC PICA
services in southern Europe.

• The CBS software is further developed to the needs of academic and

These distributors bring a more local

public libraries, for instance for the WSF

• The OCLC PICA central and local
library systems incorporate powerful
new security features (SSH, secure shell)

understanding to the sales and support

project and for the iPort portal to in-

to protect data from hackers. SSH en-

processes.

crease the number of databases that can
be searched with extended document

crypts any data that is being transferred.

• The Universidad Pablo Olavide is the
first Spanish library to purchase e-books

order and deliver functionality.

• A new backup server with a tape
library replaces older hardware to

from netlibrary.

• The search and index engine, based
on input from German libraries, adds new

provide faster, more efficient backup
mechanisms for OCLC PICA systems.

•

Logiser, based in Lisbon, Portugal joins

functionality and new features to PiCarta.

OCLC PICA - Product
and technical highlights

• Work continues in developing LBS4
software. The OPAC module OPC4 is

• A new brand identity debuts with
redesigned interfaces for the PiCarta
service and the OCLC PICA Web site,

system (CBS) in a Unix environment and

ready to implement whereas the lending
and acquisitions modules will be finalised

style.

start migration from the Tandem-based

in 2003. OCLC PICA will implement

CBS3 system to the CBS4 system that
runs on SUN Solaris.

customers.

• OCLC PICA ITC staff complete the
developments of the central library

representing the new OCLC PICA house

LBS4 step by step, in close contact with

________
,.

,..... - .. r-----

_ ,1'_1_

The redesigned

OCLC PICA website

-•<Xu:PICO,,o_..,_,C.-_O<UNCA•-•-11>-....., _ _ ..,.,...a,,o _
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... .._ _
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Statistics GGC
GGC: Searches
2000 - 10,837,906

2000

200 I - 12,220,773
2002 - 12,632,918

The cataloguing database is still a heavily

200 I

used database. The number of searches
in the cataloguing system is increasing,
although not spectacular. The number of
searches is not only related to the number of processed title-records (see next

2002

figure), but also to the processing of main
entries and subject headings.

9500

10000

10500

11000

I 1500

12000

12500

13000

x I 000

GGC: Processed publications
2000-1,176,913

2000

200 I - I , I 28,205
2002 - I , I 00,263

The number of processed publications is

200 I

quite stable during the last years. The
slight decrease can be explained by the
fact that retrospective input is decreasing.

2002

200

0

400

600

800

1000

1200

x I 000

GGC: New titles online
2000 - 459,024

2000

200 I - 429,934
2002 - 432,375

This table gives us information about the

200 I

number of new titles catalogued online
not only for books and periodicals, but all
materials, including article-records. The
figures are stable over the last three

2002

years.
0
x I 000
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Statistics NCC/IBL
x 1000 NCC/IBL: ILL requests

IBL

-

oBN

-

PiCarta

600

2000
2001
2002

IBL
395,710
338,838
308,665

OBN
97,288
96,920
83,459

2000
2001
2002

PiCarta
41,401
93,745
134,956

Total
534,399
529,503
527,080

Contrary to expectations, the number of
lLL requests is only slightly decreasing.
"IBL" covers the ILL requests issued by
library staff. "OBN" and "PiCarta" cover
ILL requests issued via the web interface
for end users. As expected, the number
of ILL-requests via the web is increasing.
A shift can be seen from OBN to PiCarta.

500
400
300
200
I 00

O

t----

~ --

%NCC/IBL: ILL Percentage

2000

loan

-

2001

2002

average

copy

100

requests fulfilled

1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002

Loan%
82.36
80.01
80.37
81.44
82.03
81.94
80.76

Copy%
93.46
93.09
93.26
93.77
93.60
93.25
92.50

Average%
90.27
89.49
89.88
90.55
90.50
89.92
88.87

The percentage of ILL requests fulfilled by
libraries is slightly going down. For the
delivery of copies (of articles), this is
probably due to delivery problems at one
of the larger suppliers of medical literature in the Netherlands. For the loans
(which concern books), it might be a confirmation of the idea of an increasing
competition between users for having
access to a decreasing number of books.

95
90
85
80
75
70

1996

1997

1998

10

1999

2000

2001

2002

Statistics NCC/IBL
%
NCC/IBL: Process time

-

<2 days

-

<,; 10 days

>10 days

100

I LL requests

1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002

: O: IO days >IO days
6.41
50.38
5.33
55.03

80

48.45
47.53
51 .98

47.25
48.5

4.30
3.98

60

45.04

2.98

54.27

42.44

3.30

54.6

42.43

2.97

<2 days
43.22
39.64

40

20

The table shows that the performance of
libraries in the Netherlands is very good
resulting in a very efficient and stable ILLsystem. In 2002 55% of the supplied re-

0

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

quests were shipped within two days and
97% within ten days.

NCC/IBL: Full text requests

60000

2000
2001
2002

50000

11,000
42,000
57,000

40000
This table shows the increasing demand
for full text access. It is clear that users
(in PiCarta) having a license to full text

30000

would rather click the full text button
than making a 'traditional' ILL-request.

20000
10000

2000

II

2001

2002

2002

Statistics
OCLC WorldCat

2000
2001
2002

In GGC
4,003
8,268

x I 000 In PiCarta
38,SS3
I 3S,839
180,S00

8,482

in GGC

-

In Pi Carta

200

ISO

OCLC PICA offers WorldCat to professional users for cataloguing purposes
via the GGC and for information retrieval

I 00

purposes via PiCarta. It is clear that again
more users, in particular PiCarta users,
found their way to WorldCat in 2002.

SO

f------------------,

0

Enduser searches

OBN

2000 3,848,972
2001 3,463,986
2002 3,161,677
Krantenbank

2000
2001
2002

0
178,l?S
S74,907

x I 000 -

2000

OBN

-

2001

2002

Krantenbank

Pi Carta

PiCarta
1,364,422
2,39S,8 I 6
3,S97,836
Total
S,213,394
6,037,977
7,334,420

The total number of end user searches in
our databases keeps growing. As expected, the use of PiCarta, the integrated
multi-material database, is growing and is
now used more that the separate data-

2001

2000

bases in OBN.The Krantenbank (which
offers full text access to five of the mostly
read newspapers in the Netherlands,
available from mid-2000) also gained
considerably in popularity.
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Feature section
OCLC PICA is helping European
libraries serve people by providing
economical access to knowledge
through innovation and collaboration.

EuCAT

Build a gateway to the riches of European
libraries, both physical and digital.
To provide a 21st century knowledge
map of European library resources,
OCLC PICA is developing EuCAT.This
unique database is being built cooperatively with libraries to accommodate the
diversity of European cataloguing practices, languages and formats. It will link to
union and local catalogues, as well as online providers of e-books, e-journals and
other e-learning resources.As part of a
global network of catalogues and metadata, it will connect to other knowledge
hubs and nodes around the world, including WorldCat, the OCLC Online Union
Catalogue. EuCAT will enrich the flow of
information by providing an efficient
index for identifying diverse European
library content and library resources

links to other standards-based local and

seven days a week.With QuestionPoint,

regional systems. The new systems showcase the value of librarians' expertise in

OCLC PICA members from England,

viding personalised reference assistance

PiCarta

via the Web and are part of a growing
collaborative reference community that

Provide a European end-user system that
supports reference, resource sharing, document delivery.

to date links 300 libraries from nine
countries. In addition, Dutch public

End users want a single access point to

version of QuestionPoint that connects,
for the first time, the knowledge of

throughout the world.

physical and digital materials available
today. PiCarta is a powerful discovery
tool that connects users to the riches of

Central and Local Library Systems

European libraries and the wealth of
information available online. PiCarta pro-

Create an integrated European information
infrastructure.
With different languages, classification

Germany, the Netherlands, Norway,
Scotland, Slovenia and Sweden are pro-

selecting, describing, and classifying the
world's knowledge.

vides access to EUCat as well as other
high quality databases, with links to
abstracts, tables of contents, full text and

libraries are using Al@din, a customised

librarians throughout the Netherlands in
one digital reference service.
Digitisation and Preservation

Add scholarly e-resources to the body of
knowledge.
The Koninklijke Bibliotheek, national

schemes, funding sources and copyright

image articles, and Internet resources. It

library of the Netherlands, OCLC and

issues, the European library landscape is

packages data in customised views based

OCLC PICA are working together to

one of the most sophisticated in the

on the locality and language of the user.

increase access to valuable European

world. New, state-of-the-art OCLC PICA

And it offers online delivery services and
interlibrary lending. PiCarta will be a pre-

library materials with Strata Preservation
N.V., a centre to digitise and preserve the

miere online reference system that helps

rich history recorded in centuries old

users navigate and integrate an information universe exploding in dimension and

European collections. Strata Preservation
focuses primarily on microfilming and
digitising the vulnerable and unique

central and local library systems are
helping to integrate this complex
environment by creating a flexible
technology platform that encourages
cooperation and resource sharing.
The UNIMARC compliant systems are

size.

collections of European cultural heritage

based on European and international

Virtual Reference

institutions, such as libraries, archives and

standards and supports multi-lingual
interfaces, multiple bibliographic and

Offer unique services to help libraries move
the reference desk to cyberspace.

museums. It will help to ensure that the
treasures in European libraries are

authority formats and a range of charac-

An initiative from OCLC PICA is bringing

preserved and that these unique library

ter sets.They streamline cataloguing and

the collective expertise of reference

items are more visible and accessible to

interlibrary lending, as well as circulation
control and public access, and seamlessly

librarians in Europe into a worldwide
network that serves users 24 hours a day,

scholars around the world.
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Financial report
Notes to the financial report 2002

Amounts in the balance sheet in foreign

which is an increase of 7.9% or€ 672,883

General notes

currency have been converted in Euros
against the rates prevailing on the balance

compared to 200 I. Setbacks in the conversion of the Library Management

sheet date. Exchange differences are incorporated in the profit and loss account.

System LBS4 resulted in a setback of
sales on international licenses and Portal

The balance sheet and profit and loss
account as shown in this report have
been derived from OCLC PICA's audited
annual report.The auditor (Deloitte &
Touche) has issued an unqualified auditor's report thereon .

Software. This lack of sales has been almost fully compensated by the additional

The intangible and tangible fixed assets
have been valued at historic cost,
increased by the purchase price of

revenues of a Central Library System in
France and new OCLC products.

additions and reduced by the depreciaOCLC Inc. has a 60% share in OCLC

tion/amortisation based on the estimated

Strong cost management has further

PICA B.Y., the Pica Foundation holds the

economic useful life.

resulted in an Income after Taxation of
€ 851,591.

remaining 40%.
Receivables have been valued at nominal

Accounting policies
All assets in the balance sheet have been

value after deduction of a provision for
possible bad debts, based on an individual

Adding the 2002 Profits to the Reserves
would increase the solvability to 86.6%.

valued at historic cost. All changes in

assessment of outstanding debtors.

This reflects the sound financial position
of OCLC PICA and forms a solid basis

assets and liabilities have been valued at
cost or nominal value. Turnover and
expenses are attributed to the year to
which these results relate .

for the integration of activities of OCLC
PICA and OCLC EMEA in Birmingham.

Management Board Report
The fiscal year 2002 has been very successful in terms of revenues and profits.
Revenues increased to € 9.1 million,

Balance sheet as at December 31 (after appropriation of result)

Assets

Closing balance
31-12-2002
€

Closing balance
31-12-200 I
€

€

€

Intangible fixed assets
Database (GGC / NCC)
LBS and CBS software

6,749,981

6,220,570
397,057

623,948
7,373,929

6,617,627

Tangible fixed assets
Building
Computers
Office furniture / equipment
Cars

4,733,405

4,894,713

844,379
99,737

1,055,735
56,205

11,386

27,842
6,034,495

5,688,907

Current assets
receivables
Accounts receivable

791,794

850,075
3,152

Current account Stichting Pica
Current account OCLC Inc.
Other receivables
VAT receivable
Prepaid expenses

72,274
119,441

55,654

67,572

39,322

248,783

492,039
1,227,590

Cash

1,512,516

6,254,571

4,406,163

19,788,695

19,327,103
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Liabilities

Closing balance
31-12-2002
€

Closing balance
31-12-200 I
€

€

€

Equity
Share capital
Share premium
Retained Earnings
Current year profit / loss to date

20,000
16,149,740

20,000
16, 149,740

168,321
851,591

165,140
3,180
17, 189,652

16,338,060

Provisions
372,933

Early retirement
Building maintenance

330,238
205,000
372,933

535,238

Current liabilities
264,111
60,768
381,168
554,510
965,553

Advance income
Current account OCLC EMEA
Accounts payable
Taxes I social charges
Other payables / accruals

433,812
I07,570
332,787
613,817
965,819
2,226,110

2,453,805

19,788,695

19,327, I 03

Profit and loss account for the year 2002
Actual
2002
€

Actual
2001
€

3,087,756
2,348,170
1,491,380
188,015
2,164,862
(133,102)
9,147,081

3,107,461
2,136,457
1,540,461
158,229
1,805,497
(273,907)
8,474,198

1,121,018
5,253,667
1,305,833
647,749
(262,0 I 5)
8,066,252

993,441
5,900,400
1,219,612
830,497
(247,587)
8,696,363

1,080,829
217,404

(222,165)
227,057

Corporation tax

1,298,233
446,642

4,892
(1,712)

Income /(-)Loss after taxation

851,591

3,180

Revenues
Professional Services
End User Services
Local Library Systems
Projects
Abroad
Discount

Total revenues
Expenses
Professional / End User Services I Local
Personnel cost
Depreciation / Amortisation
Overhead
Rental Income Building

Total expenses
Operating income /(-)loss
Interest income

Income /(-)loss before taxation
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People

Supervisory
Board

Cees Datema

Jay Jordan

Rick Schwieterman

Chairman (Stichting Pica)

Member (OCLC Inc.)

Member (OCLC Inc.)

Janet Lees,

Nick Rawson

Rob Stricker

Dorien Hooman

Director Birmingham

Director Paris Office

Manager Finance

Company Secretary

Management

Rein van Charldorp
Managing Director

Office, Director of Sales

Retirement Look Costers
In April, a conference with a number of
distinguished speakers and guests, was held
honouring Mr. Look Costers, who left
OCLC PICA after serving for more than
twenty years as Managing Director.
The highlight of the event was a special
honour received from Queen Beatrix of
the Netherlands, who named Look an
Officer of Oranje Nassau. The conference
Retirement Anton Bossers

was held in the historical 'Pieter's" church
In November, OCLC PICA said goodbye to

in the centre of Leiden.

another long serving member of its management team. In the solemn and historical
environment of the New Church in The
Hague, speeches were held to commemorate the achievements of Anton Bossers,
Deputy Director for more than 2S years.

Staff meeting Leiden-Birmingham

-

Male

-

Fem ale

I 00 - - - - - - - - - - - - ~

To help integrate OCLC's UK operation
with Pica, Birmingham staff visited

80

OCLC PICA staff in Leiden to meet and
exchange information on each other's

60

jobs, products and services.

40

20
Number of staff OCLC PICA

o
Leiden Birmingham
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Paris

Products
and
.
services
OCLC PICA offers leading edge
products and services for both
library professionals and library end
users. Products are developed
following extensive research and
consultation with libraries.
The products are designed for all
sizes and types of libraries.
OCLC PICA offers products and
services produced locally in Leiden
and globally by OCLC Inc.

Metadata management

Dewey Decimal Classification

OCLC Authorities service

The Dewey Decimal Classification system

The OCLC Authorities service promotes

GGC: OCLC PICA Shared

(DOC) is a gene ral knowledge organisa-

the sharing of authority data to help stan-

Cataloguing System

tion tool that is continuously revised to

dardise headings, facilitate the exchange

More than 200 libraries and documenta-

keep pace with knowledge .

of bibliographic records, and reduce cataloguing costs.

tion centres in the Netherlands use the
GGC every day to catalogue their collec-

Techpro service

tions. Use of a central database means

A contract service, OCLC Tech Pro offers

OCLC MARC Record service

that a publication has to be catalogued

customised cataloguing and physical pro-

(MARS®)

only once and that it is subsequently

cessing for libraries of all types and sizes,

The OCLC MARC Record Service

available for general use.The database

in all formats, and in a wide variety of

contains more than 20 million records.

languages.

(MARS®) is a complete, comprehensive
database preparation and authority con trol service that provides high-quality,

OCLC Cataloguing Service

PromptCat service

accurate, standardised bibliographic and

Online shared cataloguing system using

The OCLC PromptCat service further

authority data functions for libraries and

OCLC World Cat database with 50

automates copy cataloguing by automati-

research institutions.

Million bibliographic records for all types

cally providing OCLC-MARC records and

of material. There are multiple interfaces

setting holdings for titles identified by a

CILLA

to the Cataloguing service accessing

library's participating material vendors.

The Co-operative of lndic Language

• Z39.50, The OCLC Z39.50

WorldCat Collection Sets

subscription service which assists

Cataloguing service automates cata-

OCLC WorldCat Collection Sets helps

libraries to meet the needs of their lndic

loguing by allowing a library to access

libraries enhance user access to special

Communities by providing an acquisitions

multiple databases from a single famil-

sets of resources by either facilitating the

and cataloguing service for lndic Language

iar interface.

cataloguing of uncatalogued sets or

materials.The languages covered are

• OCLC Connexion: web-based in-

helping them offer economical access to

Bengali from Bangladesh and India,

terface, available for larger libraries.

resources that are already catalogued.

WorldCat:

Library Authorities (CILLA) is an OCLC

• CatExpress service , web-based interface, available to small libraries (as

OCLC Language Sets

individuals or groups) .

OCLC Language Sets make it easy and

Bibliographic Record Notification

Gujarati, Hindi, Punjabi.Tamil from India
and Sri Lanka and Urdu from India and
Pakistan.

affordable to meet the needs of diverse

RetroCon

users, offering selection, acquisitions, cata-

OCLC RetroCon services convert

The OCLC Bibliographic Record Notifi-

loguing and processing of materials in

records, including online and offiine

cation service eases cataloguing mainte-

Spanish, Russian, Chinese.Vietnamese,

creation of records from cards or other

nance by automatically delivering upgraded OCLC-MARC records to the library.

Japanese , Korean, Bengali, Gujarati, Hindi ,
Punjabi,Tamil and Urdu .

sion of Chinese.Japanese and Korean
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bibliographic records, as well as conver-

titles. In addition to monographs, OCLC
has experience in converting serials, mu-

Inter library loan

phic records, the National Serials Data

sic, manuscripts and all other special formats, including serial local data records.

OCLC PICA Interlibrary Loan
System NCC/IBL

program, the U.S. Newspaper Program,
220 union list groups, and WorldCat
which contains over 7.6 million Local

The Dutch Interlibrary Loan system

Data Records.

based on the Dutch National Catalogue

Software and library
systems

NCC and Online Contents OLC is a
service for professional use.Via PiCarta,

Central Library System (CBS)

this facility can also be used by end users.
Through NCC/I BL books, periodicals and

This OCLC PICA system provides the infrastructure for the creation and management of Union Catalogues and tools for
regional Inter Library Loan. The system is
currently operational in the Netherlands,

articles in the collections of more than
400 Dutch libraries can be found . It is
also possible to enter and process photocopy and loan requests in this system.

Germany and France.

OCLC Interlibrary Loan
(ILL) service

Local Library System (LBS)

The OCLC ILL service expands the reach
of a library by enabling it to borrow and

OCLC PICA fully integrated Local
Library System for local library management: from cataloguing to ordering, from
request to return, all in one system.

lend library materials through OCLC's
electronic network of 6,700 libraries,
using the holdings attached to biblio-

OCLC ILL Reports
OCLC ILL Reports offer details of the
ILL activity of a library that in turn can be
used to analyse the library's workflow or
borrowing and lending patterns.

End user services
OCLC PICA offers direct access to
endusers in a number of services of
which PiCarta and FirstSearch are
the most important.
PiCarta

graphic records held in WorldCat.

OCLC PICA's PiCarta is an integrated,
multimaterial database which contains

iPort
iPort is OCLC PICA's web based service

OCLC ILL Direct Request service

request facilities and which offers access
to online resources and electronic docu-

that provides access to multiple sources
both local and remote . It offers a power-

The OCLC ILL Direct Request service
accepts an ISO- IO 161 ILL Request from

ments among other things. The user who
opts for PiCarta can browse several data-

ful and elegant discovery and delivery
service .

an external system. OCLC ILL Direct
Request automatically receives and then

bases at the same time by entering one

WinlBW

sends library user requests to the OCLC
Interlibrary Loan service for fulfilment.

OCLC PICA software for library professionals, needed to use the GGC ,
NCC/IBL and LBS services.

search.

OBN
The Open Library Network OBN con-

OCLC Union List

nects national and local library systems in

The OCLC Union List service multiplies

The Netherlands and integrates existing

resources and lowers borrowing costs by

systems, networks and processes. OBN

providing access to CONSER bibliogra-

offers services such as browsing library
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catalogues and other databases separately

(eBooks) , making it possible to access

and document delivery to the user's

over 50,000 titles of research, reference

desktop.

and reading materials online.

Digital Collection
Management
Historic Newspaper Service

Publiekwijzer

Question Point

The Historic Newspaper Service pow-

Publiekwijzer is tailored to the needs of

QuestionPoint is a collaborative digital

the public library audience. End users can

reference service of OCLC in which end
users can enter a question which is an-

ered by Olive Software supplies institutions with the tools to digitise historical

either browse the databases separately
or use the integrated PiCarta user inter-

newspaper archives.The goal is to help in-

face .

swered by library staff and specialists.
Thus, QuestionPoint enables libraries to

stitutions preserve historical newspapers
and open the content to online searchable access.

De Krantenbank

form regional, national and international
networks of 'Question & Answer' data-

De Krantenbank is available through

bases.The service can be provided 24

CONTENTdm

OCLC PICA and contains articles

hours a day, 7 days a week, so also when

CONTENTdm software offers a com-

published in major Dutch newspapers like
NRC Handelsblad,Algemeen Dagblad,
Volkskrant, Trouw, Parool.

the library is closed.

plete digital content management system
that can capture, index, store, query, and

De Krantenbank has an archive that goes

Digital collection &
preservation services

back 8-10 years and it is updated daily.
Each night, the articles from that day's
papers are added to the database.

OCLC FirstSearch service
FirstSearch gives library users instant online access to more than 72 databases,
providing access to over IO million full
text articles and links to external information resources.
As library holdings are displayed up front,
users can easily identify items in their
own library's collection.

display digital collections.

Digital Archive
The Digital Archive offers a safe, reliable,

OCLC Digital Collection &
Preservation Services provide
the flexibility needed to build and
manage digital collections.
Preservation Services
OCLC Resource Centres digitise newspapers, books, manuscripts, photographic
formats and more and provide high quality preservation microfilming and storage.
The Centres enrich a library's digital collections by adding metadata and full-text

OCLC FirstSearch Electronic
Collections Online

search capabilities so collections are fully
retrievable, not just identifiable.

This powerful electronic journals service
offers Web access to a growing collection
of more than 4,000 titles, an archiving so-

The Digital & Preservation Resources

lution, cross-journal searching, etc.

Outreach Services offers assistance and

OCLC netlibrary
netlibrary offers libraries a comprehen-

topics including consultation and grant
application writing services and work-

sive collection of electronic books

shops.

Education & Planning

information on a range of Digitisation
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standards-based, long-term solution for
the life cycle management of digital collections.
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